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19. Recent developments using directed acyclical graphs (i.e., influence
* diagrams and BaVes i an net wotks) for knowledge representation have lessened Ihe
* problems of using probability in knowledge-based systems (KBS). Most current

research involves the efficient propagation of new evidence, but little has been
done concerning the maintenance of domain-specifir knowledge, which includes
the probabilistic information about the problem domain. By making use of con-
ditional indl'ildfnicos rlrpie ented in the graphs, however, probability asse-ss-
ments are required only for certain variables when the knowledge base is updated.

,

The purpose of this study was to investigate, for those variables which .
require probability assessments, ways to reduce the amount of new knowledge
required from the expert when updating probabilistic information in a probabil-
istic knowledge-based system. Three special cases (ignored outcome, split
outcome, and assumed constant outcoIe) were ide( ified under which many of tie
o iginal III o ni 1 it ios (those at eadyv in the knowledge-base) do not lived to be
reassessvd when maintenance is required.

Althougph some reduction in the number of probability assessments can be
achieved when the special cases apply, it appears other areas may be more produc-
tive in reducing the level of effort needed to maintain probabilistic KBS's.
Topics recommended for future research include the development of efficient
propagation techniqucs for multiply connected graphs, and investigation of
methods to make the probability encoding process more efficient.
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Recent developments using directed acyclical graphs (i.e., influence diagrams and

Bayesian networks) for knowledge representation have lessened the problems of using

prob~ability in k now ledge- based systems (JKBS). Most current research involves the

efficient propagation of new evidence, but little has been done concerning the nalite-

nance of domiaiii-specific knowledge, which includes the probabilistic information about

the p~rolblemi domain. By making use of' conditional independencies represented in the

graphs, however, probability assessments are required only for certain variables when

the kno-wledge base Is up~dated.

The purpose of this study wvas to investigate, for those variables which require

proIbalilitv assessnments, ways to reduce the amc'unt of new knowledge required from

the expert when updating probabilistic iniformiation in a prob~abilistic knowledge- based

systermi. Three special cases (ignored outcomec, split outcome, and assumned constant

ou tconlie) were idlen tified uindler which ni m ny of the original p~robabilit ies (those a lready

In the knowledge-base) do not need to be reassessed when maintenance is required.

AlIthlough sonie red uction in tlie nmb er of lprolbalilitv assessments canl be

achieved when the special cases apply, it appears othIier areas ii aN be miore prod uctive in

redlucin g the level of effort needed to mint ain prolbabi list ic IKIS's. Topics rcoin-_

inend~ed for fut ure research include the dec elopriment of eflicTit ;)rOpag:It onl tech ilIiqif'

*for rnuilt iplv connected graphs, anld injv~i gat ion of Inud lmodS to ma"ke the prohal)IlIt

* encoding process mlore elinivi.l



MAINTENANCE OF PROBABILISTIC KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS

1. BarAground%

I?(cent years have shown a growing use of artificial intelligence (Al) techniques, in

particular that, of knowledge-based (expert) systems (KI13S), as an aid in the decision

making process. One of the current areas of interest in Al Is the represen tatilonl of uncer-

taintv because, as Lindley states, %%~e want to study uncertainty .. to be able to

miakc decisions in the face of uincertaint y" (6:130). Due to d ifficulIties in the use of pro-

babilities in knowledge-based systems, most of the Al systems in use today either ignore

uncertainty in the problem domain or use non- probabilistic approaches for representing

uncertainty. Hlowever, recent research has been somewhat successful in reducing, even

eliminating, some of these difficulties (1; 7).

Concernis About Probability in ABS

N%*hy has probability been largely ignored in most of the k now ledge- based sy stemns

to date" llenrion (.3:4), Pearl (7:2412,252), and Rich (9:192-193) discuss reasons why

llayesian probabilities h ave not been used in most knowledge-based systemis (Table 1).

NNlile, Riclh on ly lists reasons for not uwinrg probabilities, I lenrion and. IPearl present

rebutt al to sonc of the argu men ts agait thle use of probabilities in knowledge-based

6 svsterns 'I'li ruet aantui probab ilityv are a~lddressed t ( v a rv ig dl grees- iii

h'le literature; sorrie are shown niot to be Inrherenrt probitcnis iii the us 4 prdambltv,

wh Ile others are still open (1iest ions.



Table 1. Why Not Probability in KI3S?

Reasoni Ilenrion Pearl Rich

- I Requires uinrealistic independeiice s- x --

* ~~~~suniJt i_ ns _____

2. Can not handle second order uncer- X
taint y

3. Not how people do it X X
.1. Coipntat ion ally in tracta ble x x X
5. Inference process hard to explain x ___________

6. Requires vast amounts of data (cal- x x
lection too hard) ___________

7.Method used for representation of x X
__uncertainty does not matter _____ __________

S. Difficult to modify knowledge base x
due to large number of complex in-

* teractions

1. C'nreallstic Independence Assumnpti'ons. One critical distinction must be noted

when reading the literature regarding the issue of independence assumptions: for proba-

bilistic knowledge-based systems, a particular imiplemnentation may make independence

assurnlptions to avoid computational complexity, but probability theory can readily

handle dependencies among sources of evidence. So, while these argumnents may bie

valid for some specific k nowl edge- based systems which use probability (e.g., Prospector),

they (o riot hold for all such systems (e.g ALTERID) (9:193; 1:16-4). Chapter 11 shows

how k nowledge- based systems based] on influence diagrams can update belief based on

dependent sources of evidence.

A,, I lenrnon shows (368,other methods of representing uncertainty (e.g., cer-

ainty factors or fuzzy set t heory ) in ake assuimnpt ions about (eedecciileilnc of

lie sou rces of ev idlence. For examplde, (bIe and aird or fuizzy set operators assutire the

rin x n in i f(;sIl correlation bet wee(v dii t ial soulr'es. Thlrus thre vijew that fuzzy set

2a
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* theory requires no assumptions about dependence (14:78,79) is misleading. There is

merely no terminology, no concept, for such evidential dependencies in fuzzy set theory

* -(3:7).

f.. Inability to leprescnt Second Order Unccrtainty. Another of the argumients

against the use of probability in knowledge-based systems is that there is no mechanism

for dealing with second order uncertainty, that is, uncertainty about the probabilities.

An example would be an expert who was unwilling or unable to provide the knowledge

engineer with a definite probability number: "Well, the chances of A happening lie

somewhere around .45, but could range anywhere from .3 to .5." ilenrion (3:5) states

that using the mean value to estimate the probability "... is often sufficient ...unless

decisions about gathering new information are being contemplated," or that a range of

probab)ilities may be specified to represent this second order uncertainty.

8. People Do Not Use Probability for Reasoning. The critique that "probability

, . should riot be used to represent uncertainty in knowledge-based systems because it, does

not reflect the way people reason" lies at the very heart of the disagreement between

proponents of alternate uncertainty representations, suchI as fuzzy set theory, and pro-

ponents of Bayesian probability. Close examination of the many discussions dealing

with the various representations for uncertainty (5; 6, 12; 1.1) reveals that the primary

basis for disagreement over which representation is "best" is one of philosophy rather

than one of method. The proponents of probability adopt a norinatite view of decision

making, saying that it is better to repre:sellt uncertai|nty, not as people usually' do, but

rather as they shiould do if they desire to act in a consistent and logical manner. Pro-

ponents of the other representations sub scribe to the descripti've approach, Ahich pro-

motes the view that uncertainty shunh Ile represented in a manner compatible to the

3
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I.1.

,way people actually represent uncertainty. This difference of philosophy is clearly the

primary issue in Zadeh's rebuttal (6:21) to Lindley's claim that "... the only satisfac-

tory description of uncertainty is probability" (5:113). It is quite likely that this basic,

philosophical issue is one of the stumbling blocks in the universal adoption of any one

method for representing uncertainty in knowledge-based systems.

4. Computationally Intractable. One of the critical complaints about using proba-

bility in knowledge-based systems is the computational requirements. For example, the

full joinl distribution for n variables, each with two possible outcomes, contains 2 n pro-

babilities. Reducing this exponential complexity has been the primary area of research

in the use of probabilities in knowledge-based systems. Pearl has been especially active

in this area, applying the use of directed, acyclical graphs (Bayesian nets) to the prob-

lemn. Thus far, his results are limited to problems which can be represented in singly

connected directed graphs, where there is no more than one (undirected) path between

any two nodes (7:2,19).

Another representation which may somewhat alleviate this problem is the use of

influence diagrams in implenienting a probabilistic inference scheme in knowledge-based

svstlems (i). Originally developed as a tool for decision analysis, influence diagrams

have been used as an integral part of ALTERID, a tool for building knowledge-based

systems which explores the ability to combine probabilistic and logical inference in the

same svstemn. In these systems, the individual evidences and hypotheses (conclusions)

are represented as nodes in a directed graph. The arcs between the nodes represent

dependencies between the probabilities for those nodes.

The principal diflerence betveen influence diagrains and Bayesian nets is the avai-

labilily of decision and value nodes in the influence diagram. These nodes allow the use

%1
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of normative decision theory (i.e., maximum expected utility) in the decision process.

Shachter (10:8-16) gives an algorithm which can be used for probabilistic inferencing.

Chapter I1 briefly describes how influence diagrams and Shachter's algorithm may be

used in probabilistic knowledge-based systems.

5. Inference Process is Hard to Explain. In order to effectively use knowledge-

based systenis in the decision making process, it is necessary to gain the user's

confidence in the system. In many cases, this requires that the user understands the

process by which the recommended action is obtained. Ilenrion gives arguments from

Pearl and Spiegelhalter showing how this can be achieved using either 1) the logarithm

of the likelihood ratio as an additive, relative measure of the impact new evidence has

on a given conclusion; or 2) by stepping through the inference network (i.e., influence

diagram or Bayesian network), where a "simple, intuitively meaningful" explanation

can be given at each step (3:5). If, as Pearl argues, people reason based on "low-order

marginal and conditional probabilities defined over small clusters of propositions," then

in most cases the underlying inference network, obtained from the expert, is relatively

sparse. Thus the explanation at each step involves relatively few propositions, making

for a more intuitive description.

6. Data Requirements. lenrion attributes the mistaken view that vast amounts of

data are required for the use of probabilities to a frequency-based interpretation of pro-

bability. This "problem" is not applicable to the Bayesian view of probability, where

probability is a measure of an individual's degree of belief, not necessarily an absolute

measure obtained by statistical sampling (3:5). llenrion also claims that the number of

probabilities which must be encoded from the expert will not be inordinate if the infer-
.
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ence structure reflects the way the expert thinks about the problem, a view shared by

Shachter and Ileckerman (11:56).

This, however, does not imply that it is a simple matter to encode probabilities-
'I-

on the contrary, decision analysts (4:30-.10) find this process to be as time consuming

and as full of pitfalls as any part of the knowledge engineering process for rule-base sys-
U.-

tenis. It is important to note that the difficulty does not lie in obtaining a number or

even a set of numbers. The hard part is obtaining the correct numbers: those that

form a coherent set, relative to the laws of probability. It is in this requirement for

coherence that probability differs most drastically from other methods of representing

uncert ii y I N

7. Method Used to Represent Uncertainly Does Not Matter. Of critical importance

is the complaint that the method chosen for the representation of uncertainty, be it cer-

tainty factors, fuzzy set theory, or probability, really does not have much of an effect

on the final action recommended by an expert system. Ilenrion briefly reviews two stu- .'-

dies done on the MYCIN system (3:13-14). When the standard MYCIN certainty factor

method for combining evidence was used, one-fourth of the cases indicated that certain

evidence weakened the chance of a given hypothesis, when, in fact, that outcome was

more likely, given the evidence! The other study examined granularity of the certainty

factors, where changing from a continuous scale to a five-point scale (-1, -.5, 0, .5, 1)

caused 9 out, of 10 organisms to be misidentified. Although these studies do not fully

answer the question of whether the choice of uncertainty representation makes a

difference in the final result, they certainly raise questions about tile common belief that

it makes no difference. lienrion notes the lack of information in this area, and calls for

further study.

6
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8. Difficult to Modify the Knoirledge Base. One difficulty of probabilistic

knowledge-based systems that has received relatively little attention in the literature is

that of maintaining the domain-specific knowledge base, which includes all of the pro-

babilistic information. The use of probability to represent uncertainty does not mean

that once such a knowledge-based system is built it will never need to be changed. As

Waterman so eloquently states, "Expert sYstens.., will make mistakes" (13:30). Just

as rule-based systems must be maintained throughout their use, probabilistic

knoMedge-based systems are subject to changes in the knowledge base. This mainte-

nance effort may be caused by changes in the underlying problem domain, an incorrect

designation of the outcome space, or even an error in the initial encoding of the proba-
I

b i li t ie s- •"

Ileckerman and lorvitz (2:125) briefly address this concern. They argue that the

steps necessary in maintaining the underlying inference structure (Bayesian network)

include: 1) reassessment of the dependency structure by the expert, where changes in

the arcs, node outcomes, or number of nodes are noted; and 2) reassessment of the pro-

bability distribution for each node whose incoming arcs changed. This holds for either

adding or deleting a node. Little more than this brief discussion of probabilistic

knowledge-based system maintenance is reported in the literature.

As indicated in this brief overview, research is relieving some of the concerns about

using probability in knowledge-based systenis. The work of Breese, Pearl, Shachiter,

and others is leading to more efficient methods of updating probabilities in knowledge-

based systems through the use of Bavesian networks or influence diagrams. However,

one key area that has not been adequatel) addressed is the maintenance of the underly-

ing inference network in such knowledge bases.

7I
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Specific Problem

There has been little study of methods which can be used to minimize the impact

of modifying the domain-specific knowledge base of a probabilistic KBS. This process,
'- t

which involves obtaining further information from the expert(s) through knowledge ..

engineering, can be very time-intensive. As more efficient methods for using probabili-

ties in knowledge-based systems become available through the use of the new represen-

tation schemes, and as these systems are used in domains which may require more

changes to the underlying knowledge base, reductions in the level of effort required to

obtain new information become more cri(ical.

Rcsearch Question

For knowledge-based systems which use probability to represent uncertainty, how

can changes to probabilistic information in the domain-specific knowledge bases be

managed to reduce the level of effort required in updating the system?

Subszdiary Questions

This research question can be partitioned into the following three subsidiary ques-

tions The information necessary to answer the research question is provided by answer-

ing all of these questions.

What changes can occur in probabilistic representations, and what are the

corresponding changes to the knowledge representation of a probabilistic knowledge-

base(d system?

Which types of changes may lend themselves to a reduction in the effort required

to encode new probabilities, and how inuc, redu'tion may be achieved-'

7
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For knowledge system tools which use influence diagrams to represent probabilistic

knowledge, such as ALTERID, how can the knowledge system builder make use of the

effort-saving cases identified in the second subsidiary question?

Scope

This investigation uses the following assumptions as a starting point in the

research effort. These underlying assumptions are critical to this research effort.

I. The use of probabilities to represent uncertainty in knowledge systems is

desirable-or, in some cases, necessary-in order to adequately model the

uncertainties present in the problem domain and enable normative analysis.

Additionally, these probabilities can be encoded from the expert's beliefs, as

a part of the knowledge engineering process, but this research effort does not

examine methods for encoding these probabilities. This probabilistic infor-

mation is based on a specific state of information, that is, all of the

knowledge which the expert used in determining the probabilistic informa-

tion. This Bayesian approach to probabilities is consistent with much of the

current research (1; 7; 3; 10).

2. Changes in the domain-specific knowledge reflect changes in the state of

information available about the problem domain. For example, a test is

developed, after the initial prol'abilities are encoded, %hich can provide addi-

tional evidence about some hypothesis of interest, or nv% information

changes the expert's beliefs about the condithning eflects hct ween the propo-,
S.. °

sitions in the knowledge system.

I
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Using these assuniptions as a basis, the research questions are directed at tie

issues concerning the dilliculty of obtaining probabilities and the complexity in the

database modification process. By reducing the quantity of information needed, a

reduction in the effort required in modifyinig the knowledge base may be achieved.

.SumTimTiary

'I'he major difficulties of using probabilities in a KBS, as described in this chapter,

motivated this research effort. Because the assessment of probabilities is a difficult and

time-consuming process, it is desirable to reduce the number of assessments which are

required during the maintenance of probabilistic knowledge-based systems. To define

the framework for this discussion, Chaptcr 11 reviews the current research dealing with

the use of probability and directed graphs (such as influence diagrams) to update beliefs

in knowledge-based systems. Chapter III presents special cases under which fewer pro-

babilitA assessments may be required during the maintenance effort, while Chapter IV
90

gives the conclusions reached during this thesis effort, as well as possible areas for

further research.
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11. Current Status of Probabilistic Knowledge-Based Systems

Before examining the maintenance of probabilistic knowledge-based systems, it is

important to understand the process used to propagate the effects of evidence

throughout such systems. Much of the current research in the use of probabilities to

represent uncertainty in know-ledge-ba sed systems centers on two graphical representa-

tions: belief networks (also called Bayesian networks) and influence diagrams (1; 2; 7;

10). This chapter defines terms to assist in the discussion of these representations, and

presents Shachter's algorithm, a flexible method for conducting probabilistic inference.
--4

Influence Diagrams and Belief Networks

Both influence diagrams and belief networks contain information at two levels.

On the most visible level, the network graph consists of nodes corresponding to each

variable (or proposition) in the system, and arcs indicating dependencies between those

n,-d,'s Oin a lower level, more detailed information, such as probability distributions

and a sel of possible outcomes (possible values which the variable may take), are associ- r

ated Aith each node. As is common in fhe literature (10:3), no distinction between a

node and its associated variable is made throughout the remainder of this thesis. %
.4,

While both influence diagrams and belief networks contain probabilistic (or

chance) nodes, thie influence diagram may also contain decision nodes, which maximize

the expected value of their predecessors, and a value node, which represents a deter-

ministic function of its predecessors ( ither chance or decision nodes). Influence

diagramis form a super-set of belief fret works. In fact, an infl uence diagramn which con-

tains no value or decisiom nodes (called a probabilist ic influe ine diagram) is equivalent

to a belief network (10 3)

%-% % %,
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Some propagation schemes for belief networks are limited to singly connected net-

works, where there is, at, most, one undirected path between any two nodes (7:2.19).

This limitation enables the use of local propagation, with its gains in efficiency and

applicability to parallel processing, for a possible real-tim, inference capability (7:269).

This capability is highly desirable, but many real-world problems can not obviously be

represented by a singly connected network. One of the most promising approaches to

overcome this limitation is the addition of auxiliary variables to convert a multiply con-

nected network into a singly connected one (7:269-270). Unfortunately, it is not clear

how these auxiliary variables should be added, what meaning these variables would

have, or even if adding such nodes is always feasible (3:5). Another approach entails
II

collapsing the niulItiply connected portion of the graph into a single variable, with out-

comes corresponding to combinations of the collapsed variables' outcomes. However,

this method is liable to exponential complexity in the number of collapsed variables.

For the remainder of this thesis, the discussion will center on the use of influence

diagrams (vice belief networks) in knowledge-based systems. The reason for this focus

is simple: influence diagrams may be used to represent any belief network, while only

the probabilistic portion of an influence diagram can be represented in a belief network.

The influence diagram propagation scheme can be used to solve belief diagrams for

updated probabilities, so results which apply to the probabilistic portion of influence

diagrams are equally applicable to belief networks. Also, most of the literature concern-

ing belief networks is relevant to the use of influence diagrams. -A

12
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Defi niions and Notation

Before further examination of influticice diagrams and their use in knowledge- based

systems, a few helpful definitions and some notation for discussing influence diagrams is

necessary. A more in-depth discussion cani be found in Shachter (10:3-7).

The Aletastati'c (Cancer Influence Diagram. The metastatic cancer influence diagramn

(depicled iii Figure 1) is used to illustrate the definitions presented in this section, and

to demonst rate other concepts throughiout th eane tsths.

Figure 1. Influence Diagram for Metastatic Cancer Model

1,165 miodel, also used by Pearl (8:2,18), is constructed in a causal direction. Based on

the exp~ert's current state of information (&), the presence of metastatic cancer

(NIC - ric) in a patient can possibly cause increased serum calcium (IC~ic), a brain

tumor (I1T=bt), or both. Either of these two can cause the patient to lapse into a

comna (C=c). In addition, a brain tumor can be the cause of seve're headaches (11--hi)

for the patient. The associated m argin il arid conditional prob~abilit ies are given ini

TIable 2.

13
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Table 2. Probabilities for Mietastatic Cancer Model

I&,): P n i &' 0.20
P(IC IN(): P( ic I nick) -0.80 P( ic I-in c, k) 0 20
P(IIT IMCA-,): J)(bt) I inck) -0.20 P( bt HmIcA-k 0.05
P(C I C3,&: I(c I ic, bt k) =0.8() P(c 0,cbtK - 0i(

lP(c Hec, bt.&) 0.80 I'(c F"Ic,-nbt,k) x-0.05IP(llI 13'14): P(li I bt~k ) -= 0.80 IP(h I-'bt,k) = 0.60

Thiiis causal represen tat ion is just one of the 5! logically equivalent Influnence

diagrarin representations for thiis problem (.1:723). Each of these 5! represent at ions

result in thec same joint d ist ribut ion.

Df~cinItIons for Influence Diagrains. As indicated] in Table 2, the probability distri-

4 bution for the outcomes of a node (variable) is, in mnany. cases, a conditional probabiltv

* distribution. The conditioning for a node. 1, is shown in the influence diagram by arcs

in to I froum each of the conditi'onal predecessors. The notation C(l) is used to represent

the set of conditional predecessors of nodle 1I; that is, the set of all nodes with an arc

going dlirectly into node 1. In the nmetastatic cancer example, the conditional predeces- . .

sors for the coma node (C) are the increased serum calcium (IC) and brain tumor (BT)

nodes. If C'(I) is the empty set, then a Ynargi'nal distribution is indicated, since I has no

in (011inig arcs. Th'le mietast at ic cancer node (NMC) Is a.n examplle of a node withi a margi-

nal ihist riIutiOn.

TI'i- set of ureak predeccessors of a no(le 1, denoted by \V(l), is defined as all nodes,

.1 frl-~ %hic(1 t iiere is a dIirected pathi frorii J to 1. C'(I) is a subset of W( I). F-or thle

iiietaistat i( canicer inifluene (liagralin headachei node (11), ('(II) is the set JBTI', and] WV(l)

is JBT. Nl(' [ Siila rly, I)),) thle dirrct surc.,s(,rs of node 1 Iis t he Set of mol(es for

% I ith I Is a conditional predeceT."')r [o r v\3impl(., i)(Ml) Is the set IW( IY. HJt

-A



Th'le final concept that needs to be introduced is that of node ordering. A list of

nodes is ordered if "none of thle weak predecessors of a node follow the node in tile list"

(10:6). Any list of nodes can lbe ordered lby placing a node with no conditional prede-

cessors onl the ordered list, theni adding other nodes, one at a time, whose conditional

* pred('cc"50rs, if any, are already on the ordered list (M06-7). ']'here maY be more than

onIe orded list for any given influence d i~tgranii

Advantages of hIjlucnce Diagrams

hIecker-man and llorvitz (2) discuss the advantages of belief networks over rule-

based representations. In particular, they show that such graphical represen tat ions are

more natural and efficient in representing dependencies within thle problem domain.

There is,, as tiley- point out, an increased cost for representing more comiplex dependen-

cies iii any k now ledge- based system: more probabilities must be encoded, and computa-

tional crxstS are greater. 'IheY claim, however, that rule-based represent at ions are at

least as costly, and usually more costly%, than belief networks (and hence influence

d iagrariis) in representing these dependencies (2:1 25).

Aiiother ad vantage of influence diagrams is thle ability to represent domain

know ldge in a causa1l direction. More recent literature (I1,- 7) indicates that people find

it easier to describe influences in a ratoal direction, t Iiat is. based onl hmypothleses Which

cause v% i'f iices~ Thiis is direct ly opposi of thle diirect ion t liis in form at ion is used inl

1mny ru Ic-based systeins, which require tie probability of thle hivpot liesis given the evi-

*dences (11 5-5) Recall the mectastatic canler influence diagramn, which %aus constructed

inM the causal directr''i. TIhie influlenice di;grain (depicted Inl Figure 2, %%liiwf fohlox~s the

evidenitial direct ion required for a ri Ic- bxasd systemn, is logically equivalenit to thle causal

graph sfio.~ in Figure I



IC BT

Figure 2. I.D. for Mietastatic Cancer Model (Evidential Direction)

4 A typical rule ba-se for this inodel, but one which does not capture the dependencies

indicate-d iii the infl uence diagram in Figure 2, migh t resemble the following:

WF JC=increased-calcium AND) 13T=brain-j urnor
THEN NICrzrnet ast at ic-caicer (#

I F IC =-inrreased-calciuni THEN MIC rnetastatic-cancer (#
I'HFrr=brain-t umor 'I'IIEN NIC'- -inutastat ic-cancer (A#

IIF C --comia AND) 11 - severe...headaches TIIEN fI'=bram....tumiior(#
I IV (>-coma TIIIN l'-izicrea-sed-calciu in (#
I F ( corn a TIHEN BIT -brairrj umior(#
IIV II -severe-headaches TI lEN B'1'=brain -tumor (#

Tese ruls ii i n ( t Iie associated( degrees ol belief (.) woulId be acquired a-, part of the

k n(A%ledge en gineering process. Since all the depenidencie.% are not represen tedl by this

rule- ha..ed represent at ion, an adl hoc me thod0( for comnbin ing degrees of belief (iLe.

IYIscertain ty factor Met hod) may Ihe used, and] thle rules May need to be revised

to achiievye bette-r results.

In order to acuuratecly rep resent t he dependencies showni in Figure 2, a larger rule

h)a-se is reqired

16r
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IF- IC=increased-calciurn AND 13TI=brain-turnor
THEN MC~inetastatic-cancer(##

IF lC=Increased-.calcium AND) IIT=not...braiii...tuinor
TH'IEN MIC=metastatic..cancer(##

IF IC=not-ncreased-calcium AND I'T=brain-t.umor
THEN MC~metastatic-cancer(##

IF IC=not-increased..salciuin AND 13T=no-brainturnor
THEN NIC~metastatic.cancer(##

IF C=comia AND BT=brain..tuinor
THEN IC=~increasedserumcalciumn(#

IF C=coma AND BT= no-b rain.-tumor
THEN IC==increasedseru mcalciu m

IF C=not..corna AND BT=brain..tumor
THEN JC~increasedserun..calcium(##

IF C-notcoma AND BT=not-i~rain-tumor
d THEN IC~increased-serum-calclum(##

IF C~cona AND 1I=severe-headaches THEN B'r=brain-tumor(##
IF C~rcoma AND hl=not-severe-headaches THEN BT~brainjtuor(#)
IF- C=not.coma AND ll=severe-.headaches THEN BT=brain-tumor(#)
IF C~rnotcoma AND J-I=nosevere..headaches

* ~~THEN 13T=brain..tuior(##
IF C=corna THEN lI~severe~headaches (#
IF C=rnot-coma THEN Il=severe-jwadaches(.)

These fourteen rules represent the dependencies shown in the influence diagram, and the

degree of belief (#)for each rule would be acquired as part of the knowledge

engineering process. This compares with the required assessment of only eleven proba-

bilities for the influence diagram representation, as shown in Table 2. More complex

dependencies may cause the rule-based method to degenerate to a very basic look-up

table, where no chaining would be possible since each combination of all evidences and

hypotheses is represented by a corresponding rule (2:123). Thus, only one rule could

possibly match.

One of the most important, and peiliaps the niost overlooked, advantages of the --

influence diagram is referred to by ifeckermian and Hlorvitz (2:12.5) as a local notion of

modularity. In actuality, this is just the cornddf'onal 'idepcndcnce shown by the lack of

an arc from one node into another ill an influence diagram. Conditional Independence of

17
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two nodes exists when, given the values of tile conditional predecessors of one node, the
-p

probability distribution of that node is independent of the value of the other node. As

a consequence of the conditional independence represented in an influence diagram, the

probability distribution of any node, given the values of its conditional predecessors, is

independent of the other weak predecessors of that node. This can be written as

Pif=:*I W(),&i P P11 = I C(),&] (1)

As Shaciter (10:7), Ileckernian, and llorvitz (2:125) state, the marginal and conditional

probabilities contained in an influence diagram contain all the information necessary to

construct the full joint distribution. If all influence diagram consists of the chance nodes

I,, 12 . , and 1,, then the joint distribution is simply the product of all the marginal

and conditional distributions in the graph:

*J =1k &I I I PII,= ICUA, (2)
j-,

As Ileckerman and Hlorvitz indicate, this property can greatly reduce the data collection

associated with modifying the influence diagram. There is no need to reassess all of the

probabilities in an influence diagram when a change occurs, since only the direct prede-

cessors of a node influence its probability distribution. Only nodes which have their

incoming arc(s) modified need to have their distributions reassessed. This particular

property is critical to the development of the special cases in Chapter II1.

To set tile value of this property imore clearly, consider the following change to the

metastatic cancer example. The experts have determined that the severity of a

patient's headaches may be caused by increased serum calcium as well as a brain tumor,

so an arc is added from the increased seruni calcium node (IW) to the severe headache

node (11). The new joint distribution cani be obtained either by 1) assessing the joint

re A8
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distribution directly; 2) assessing all of the conditional and marginal distributions for

tile new influence diagram; or 3) assessing only the new distribution for I1. To reassess

the existing probabilities in the joint distribution directly would require 25-1 probabil-

itv assessments. Only thirteen assessments are needed to define the marginal and con-

ditional distributions for the new influence diagram, so some savings are realized by

choosing to represent the joint as the product of marginal and conditional distributions.

Even more savings are obtained because of local modularity, as only four assessments

are required to define lH's new conditional distribution.

Propagalion Using Influence Diagrams

One of the main attractions of influence diagrams lies in the flexibility provided

through the use of a few simple operations. Nowhere is this flexibility more evident

than in Shachter's algorithm for solving any well-formed influence diagram (one con-

taining no directed cycles). hlis algorithm either provides the solution of a general pro-

babilistic inference problem (i.e., the conditional probability distribution of a set of

hypotheses, given some set of evidences), or determines what data are needed if some of

the probabilities or outcomes for the influence diagram have not been specified (10:8).

Before examining this algorithm, a short overview of some of the operations for

manipulating influence diagrams is in order. Only the three primative operations

required in order to perform probabilistic inference using influence diagrams (10:10-16)

will be covered here; readers are referred to (10) and (4) for other operations. None of

these three operations change the basic, underlying (conditional) probability distribu-

tion for the hypotheses given the evidences (10:10).

Barren Node Elimination. A node which has no successors and is neither a

hylpothcsis nor an evidence is called a barren node. As Shachter says,

1 9
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Since we are not trying to estimate lits prohability distribution), we do not observe its
value, and no other variables are conditioned by it, it is irrelevant to the inference prob-
lem we are solving. Therefore, we could eliminate the barren node -without affecting
the solution. 110:101

Two important clarifications should be made. First, no node is inherently barren in an

influence diagram. The definition of being barren is strictly related to a given inference

problem. Take, for instance, the metastat ic cancer example presented earlier. If the

hypothesis is "Metastatic cancer is present," or, cTuivalently, that NC=mc, and the

observable evidence is the presence or absence of severe headaches, then the coma node

(C) is barren, as is the increased serum calcium node (IW) once C is removed. On the

other hand, if the observable evidence is the patient's being in a comatose state or not,

the only barren node is the severe headache node (11). If both C and iH are observable,

as would normally be the case, no node is barren without transforming the diagram

further.

The other clarification relates to the state of information. While it could be

argued that the state of information upon which the influence diagram is based has

changed once a barren node is removed, this can be viewed more as a coarsening of

data. That is, the probabilities of interest have not changed, but some information has

been lost from the influence diagram. It would be quite impossible, given only what is

contained in the reduced influence diagram, to reconstruct the original nodes, dependen-

cies, and probabilities that were removed.

Arc Reversal Perhaps the most important operation in the solution of a proba-

bilistic inference problem is arc reversal. Arc reversals are used for two primary pur-

poses in Shachter's algorithm. First, arc reversals are used to transform the influence

diagram, making nodes which are neither hypotheses nor evidences barren, so they can

be removed. The second purpose for wing arc reversal is to obtain the conditional

20
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distributions of interest. The only requirement for reversing an arc is that there be no

other directed path between the nodes at either end of the are.

When an arc from node I to node J is reversed, each node inherits the conditional

predecessors of the other. Then, through summing and application of Bayes' law, the

coniditioning between I and J is reversed 110:13):

PlJ=j IC.,(J),] = 'J)J=j ICo1d(J),&] P[1=i ICo1d(/),&
oulcome, (3)

of I

(4))

IJ=.i IC'n,,(J),,S] 

where ('n,,(J) is the conibined conditional predecessors of I and J, excluding tile node

I, and ('n,,.(1) is the new conditional predecessors of J and the node J itself.

Deterministic Node Propagation. To gain computational efficiencies, Shachter uses

the notion of a deterministic node, which is a chance node with a degenerate probability

distribution (10:4). Shachter proves that, for any influence diagram which is fully

specified (has complete graphical, outcome, and probability distribution information)

and contains an arc from a probabilistic node, I, to another node, J, it is possible to

remove tile conditioning of I relative to J (10:11). This is done simply by adding arcs

from the conditional predecessors of I to node J, then removing the arc from I to J.

This is possible since the outcomes of I are determined exactly by the outcomes of I's

conditional predecessors. Additionally, if J is deterministic, it will remain determinis-

tic.

Node Reduction. Removing nodes from the influence diagram witliout changing the

underlying probability distribution for the hypotheses given the evidences, called node

redluction, is a combination of tile three simple operations above (10:1.1). Reducing a

21
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deterministic node is extremely simple: merely propagate the deterministic node into

each of its successors, then remove the know barren) deterministic node.

Reducing a probabilistic node is only slightly more complicated. First, an ordered

list of the direct successors of the node must be obtained. The goal node must be

placed last in the ordered list if it is a direct successor of the node being reduced. Arcs

are reversed in order, then the (now barren) node is removed.

Slichter's Algorithm. Although Shachter's algorithm may be used to solve any t.

general probabilistic inference problem given a fully specified influence diagram, and is

the most flexible of the available probabilistic inferencing schemes, it is very simple to

execute. To find the solution to any such inference problem, even those with many

variables of interest (i.e., multiple hypotheses) a new deterministic variable, conditioned

on the variable(s) of interest, is added to the diagram as the goal node. The goal node

has no successors, and will gain none throughout the solution process. After adding the

goal node, all that remains is the reduction of all non-evidence nodes from the diagram

(10:15). Although no particular order is required for the solution of the inference prob-

lem, always reducing barren nodes and conditional predecessors of the goal node allows

the solution to be obtained with the smallest possible amount of information specified

in the diagram (10:16). This would be highly desirable in situations where all of the

probabilistic information was not known. A probabilistic K13S could then use

Shachter's algorithm to request the miinmurn amount of information necessary to solve

the specified probabilistic inference problem.

Use of Influence Diagrams in Mll.. Up to now, this chapter has covered the

mechanics of performing probabilistic inference in a general sense. The construction of

the influence diagram from probabilistic nodes and arcs, desirable properties associated

2 2
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withI inflIuence diagramns, the transforniat ions required for probabilistic in fer('i 1g, aii(

a simiple, powerful algorithmin for the solution of prob~abilist ic Inference p roblemis hiave

all been dIiscussed. BJut just how call all (of this be used in knowliedge- based sYstemns?

In many KB.-; in use todaY, act ions ;ire t aken (or recommienided) based onl a degree

of belief in a proposition, or a set of propositions. '[hat degree or belief is altered

through knowing thle outcomes of other, observable propositions. Using anl influence

diagrami, tile entire conditional distributioii for thle hypotheses, given thle evidences, can

be coniputed in a simple manner. T1his dlistributioni can then be used as the basis for

the KIN' recommended action, or further noratriVe analysis.

Summinary

S

This chapter laid thle basic foundation for understanding thle use of influence

diagrams in reasoihing with uncertainty in knowledge- based systems. Influence

diagr perovide ar efficiei reans to represent dependencies attiong vareales, and '

coiitain all thle information needed to construct the joint distribution. Shiachter's algo-

rithin provides a simple, flexible way to perform probabilistic inferencing with influence

diagrans. When a int luence diagran ai tist be modiied, the local modularity property

reduces the mrorber of probabilities that must be assessed. The next chapter examines

situations where further reductions may bw possible.
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111, Iesearch Alcthodology and SpJ)ecial Case Development.

I

Just as with rule-base systems, th, general domain knowledge of probabilistic

knowledge-based systems is not static. The underlying (domain-specific) knowledge in

the II' must be changed to reflect the change(] state of information when new tests

for existing hypotheses are developed, newv hypotheses are formed, or a more thorough

understalling of the problem domain is gained. Ileckerman and Hlorvitz (2:125-126)
I

briefly discuss the process of adding a node to a Bayesian belief network, but their dis-

cussi im holds equally well for influence diagrams. When determined (by whatever

meamis) that the model represented in the influence diagram is no longer adequate, the

first ta.sk for the knowledge engineer and the expert is the reassessment of the nodes

and their dependencies represented in the influence diagram. Nodes may be added or

deleted, outcome spaces for individual variables may increase or decrease, arcs may be
I

added or deleted, or the probability distributions for a variable's outcomes may be

changed, any combination of which indicates a change in the state of information upon"

which the graph is based. Because of the local modularity property, after the expert

reas, ess.s the basic underlying dependency structure, the only probability distributions

that must be re-encoded are those associated with nodes that have had some change

made to their outcome space (gaining, losing, or changing outcomes) or incoming arcs I

(gain ing or losing an incoming arc, or Iia~ing the outcome space of a conditioning var-

able l d(iied) (2:125).

In systems where the underlying dependency structure changes infrequently, and

there is a requirement for real-time propagation of the effects of evidenices, the time and

ellrt required to encode th lie new (list ribu ioins mnv be relatively insignifiicant. llth ever,
21I
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as these systems are applied to problem domains which are highly dynaiaic, meaning

the underlying dependencies an (] probal lities often change, a significantly larger por-

tion of time will be spent encoding probabilities. An example of such a dyn aiic system .

might be a KIIS which interprets int(lligence data and attempts to identify specific

enemy tactics. As the enemy develops new tactics, and analysts identify discriminators

for indicating when these tactics are being used, new nodes and dependencies are added

to the KIIS. This chapter examines ways in which the underlying probabilistic inforina-

tion can change and possible means to reduce the level of effort required in the encoding

process, relative to these changes.

W hat Happens When the State of Information Changes?

As indicated earlier, when the underlying state of information changes, the depen-

dencv structure for the influence diagram must be reassessed, and thse nodes which

experience a change in their incoming arcs or outcome space must be reassessed. The

more nodes that experience such changes, the more information that must be encoded

by the expert. At the very least, probabilistic information must be encoded for the new

outcomes and variables. Also, any data invalidated by the change in the state of infor-

imati ,n must be rea.ssessed, even if the dependency structure did not change. However,

all is not necessarily lost. There may Ie some circumstances under which all, or nearly

all, of tle original probabilistic information is still valid under the new state of informa-

tion. Some of these circumstances are identified in the following sections as special

cases which may apply for sone state of information changes for an influence diagram.

52,
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Taking the i rst Step

Since the joint distribution is fu lly represen tedl by the inform ation in anl influence

diagram, the initial focus of the research was, onl keeping the Joint distribution from

changing a great deal. Specifically, special cases were developed for: 1) changing the

n u itir of outcomes for Individual nodes: and 2) changing the number of variables in

the Joint distribution. As these special cases were being developed, it becamie increas-

Ingly clear that t his focus was not the best for purposes of t Iiis research effort. Examain-

ing the' special cases for the joint distibution revealed that mnore than one type of

chiange Ii t he in argin a! and conditional pi obabilit ies could bring about the same change

* to thle p 'it distribution. Thliis iu tipl 14 ity of causes obscu red thle conditions which

inight lead to thle special case's beinig applicable. A more fundamental view, based on

how the probabi listi leInformation would be gathered in a probabilistic KBS, was

0. adopted(1

.Specmnil Casecs for Marginal and C7onditional P~robability Distribul'tis

As indicated by Pearl, Shachter, and others, informiation from experts is more

easilY gat hered in the form of marginal and conditional distributions (3:5; 7:2.16; 11:55)&

Since in f rinat ion is prim arily collected iii thiis manner, it makes much more sense to

cXalif if eposSible eIT In -saving special cases froin thiis perspective. The prima rY objec-

ive is, to keep) as many of the original probabilities as possible relevant under the new

state of Information.

* ~~Sj Idal cases based oil tilie in argi nal amid conditional (list ribu t io ns can be readlily

grr'u ped in to those5 applicable when. 1 ) t he out coime space for a v ariale chian ges in size;

2) a v ariable Is added (or remiovedl fr iii the iInflunence dmi~grai, and~ 31) ain arc bet weenI

t%%,) 'l is adldled or remloved,. chmiging, tile coninit'lng iforriati1)1 in the dliagraml
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The only other change which indicates a new state of information is when underlying

probabilities change. No special cases N ere found to reduce the number of assessments

required in response to this type of ch anpg.

For each special case, we examine, separately, the effects on the node being

changed (either a node experiencing a change in its outcome space, or a new, added

nodi-) and on nodles whose inconIing arcs are somehow modified (either by a change in

the outcome space of a conditional predecessor, or by the addition or loss of conditional

predecessors). Application of a special case to one of these nodes neither ensures nor

prohibits its application to another node. For each special case, the effects on the

changed node and on its successors will be discussed. Since exponential growth can

occur when changes are made to the influence diagram, these special cases were

developed primarily with an expansion of the outcome space or number of variables in

mind.

Changes In the Outcome Space. When the change to a new state of information

results In a change in a node's outcone space, the probability distribution for that

node must be reassessed. The distribution of any other nodes which were previously, or

are ni, conditioned on tile changed node must also be reassessed. Two special cases,

the "ignored outcome" and the "split outcome", may reduce the number of assessments

required

Iynored Outcome Special Case. Interest in the first special case was motivated

by the fodl, wing question: if a new, Dr previously "forgotten" outcome was added to a

node (indicating a new state of inforniat i,n), under what conditions would the original

plobabilistic information be of use, and jist how could it be used? For this cas.,e, tile -
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original outcome space for the changed variable would be mutually exclusive but not 2

collectively exhaustive.

A simple example clarifies the dI sclisd;of of this case. Let A be a node with in out-

comes under the original state of Informai ion, &,. Now the expert perceives a previously

ignioredl out comje, a,,,, ']'his new kno~~ edge (th at outcome a,, exists) inidica tes a0

change in the state of information, and t ie diagram must be reassessed relative to this

new state of iniformiationi, & .If the expe t. determines that thle old probabilityv distribu-

tioni for A ,given thle conditional 1predeccs~ors (](A ',is

P~ A Ca I((A ),&-I =/A aC((A )A #a,,, k (4)

hen th li(nw probabilities for the original outcomes of A are given by

I A a, I'j(A I,' X) P[JA =a IC(A ),k] i I .. .... it
j i, , 1 f(6)

X E CIA)

where ILN- 11 denotes the number of outcomies for variable X. Xj is just a scalinig factor

for thle p~robabllility distribution of A giv,-n the old state of informuat ion and( a specific

combiniat ion, indexed by the subscript A the outcomes for variables in ('(A ),and is

gil eli hY

N,=lPA aj 1 l(,A)& (7)

T,, see more clearly thle use of X le1(t A (wilth outcomes ai and a2) have one Coni-

(lit ium i predecessor, A' (with out comies x, andl x,). Let the conditional probabilities of

A be:

P 'A 1,'x A. 0A~1 &~ P :A =a. Xx 1 & X

1"A =a JX PV:"~ 11  A =a, 1A x ,= I -;31
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If, under a new state of information (K). A has a new outcome (a 3 ), and the ignored

outcome special case is applicable, then the conditional probabilities can be found as fol-

lows. First, the conditional probabilities of the new outcome, given the outcomes of X,

must be encoded from the expert. Say tHy are determined to be:

P[ A =a3 1 V=zr,,<[ = 03

P [A =a3 I- xk=, '[ = 133

After these probabilities have been encoded, the X, 's are given by

X= 1-o

X2 -- 33

Then the conditional probabilities for the original two outcomes of A are given by

P[ A =a, IX=x,,&" ' = Xo, 1[4 =a 2 IX=,,'1 \In = '

JA =a, IX=X2 ,&1 Xj 2 02 1  P[A =a2 IX= 2 ,& 2

\When considering the addition of k new outcomes (instead of just one), the pri-

mary diflerence deals with the calculation of the X For each possible combination of

outcollies for C(A ), Xi is given by

M-+k

This nieans, for the expanded variable A only the marginal or conditional probabilities

for the new outcomies must be encoled K)nce these are obtained, a X for each combi-

nati-n (f outcomes of ((A) can be computed directly, and the probabilities tinder k

for the original outconies are given by Eq (ti).

The reduction in tie required numb r of encodings depends on the nuimber of old

?n and new (k) outcomes for A, th number of conditional predecessors for A

II('(A )1, and thle i,,in ber of outcome- for each p redecessor. lor out pa rative pur-
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poses, suppose that each conditional predecessor of A has n outcomes'. Then the

number of encodings needed to determine A 's distribution in the general case is

(m +k- l)Xn since probabilities for all but one of the A's m +k outcomes are

needed for each combination of the outcomes in ('(A). The probability of the remain-

ing outcome of A is determined by the property that these probabilities must sum to

one. Sinilarly, the number of required probability assessments for the ignored outcome

special case is just kXn lIC(A IlI, because only the probabilities for the new outcomes of A

are needed.

A similar reduction can be found in the number of probability assessments for

direct successors of nodes with increased outcome spaces. The applicability of the spe-

cial case must be assessed for each direct successor node individually. Referring to the

simple example given above, suppose B was a direct successor of A . When the proba-

bility distribution for B, under the new state of information &,', is given by

P1B3=bj IA =a,,C(B),&k] P =b JA =a,,C(B),&] 1=..... m (9)

where n, is in the set of original outcomes for A , then the only conditional distributions

which must be assessed for B are those Ahich are conditioned on am+, . ,am+k , the

new outcomes of A. This means the original distributions for B, given the old outcome

space for A , are still valid under the new state of information. For example, say the

old outcome space for A was (sunny, rainy}, and B was {get-wet, notget-wet}. If the

outcome space for A is expanded to (sunny, rainy, snowy}, the expert, must determine

whether or not the old distribution for "getting wet" or not, given that it is sunny (or

'This supposition is only mal, for notational i'onvtniien-e All re-elts remain valid when the numhter of okltroesr
is allow.,| to vary for each conditional predecessor, but the number of combinations or those outcomes is caiculated
duflere'n3y.
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rainy), is still valid. Only those conditional distributions, associated with specific out-

comes of A, which the expert finds not to be valid must be reassessed. At the very

least, the conditional distributions for 11, given the new outcomes of A , must be

assessed.

The number of probability assessments required to determine B's distribution 0

depends on the tit, k, the number of outcomes for B (p), and the number of outcomes

for each of the variables in C(B)V4 2 . For the general case, (m +k )x(p-1)XnI(B)\AII

probability assessments are needed. This is reduced to kX(p -I)Xn k' ( t l\411 when this •

special case applies.

To see these reductions more clearly, consider the metastatic cancer example (Fig-

ure 1) introduced in Chapter I1. If the expert determines there are k additional out-

comes of the BT node, then in general the number of probabilities which must be

encoded to obtain the new distribution for BT is (2+k-1)X2, or 2k+2. Note that this

is exponential in the number of conditional predecessors for BT (on(-, in this case).

When this special case applies, this number is reduced to 2k since the two probabilities

encoded under the original state of information do not need to be reassessed. The size

of this reduction is equal to the amount of data already encoded under the original

state of information. Once the new probabilities are encoded, the appropriate X's can

be comuputed using Eq (8). Similarly. for the (' node, the number of assessments

required to determine its distribution is, in general, (2+k)X(2-I)X2, or (22+2k). If the

original conditional distributions for nod( C (which were based on the original set of

outcomes for B') are still valid, then only the probabilities for C which are conditioned

2(,'(B )\A denot ,; the set of all conditional preesors of B, excluding A
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on the new outcomes of BTI must be encoded, reducing the number of required assess-

ments to 2k. If this special case is applicable to node 11 as well, then the number of

a.,sesnments needed to determine its (list ribution is reduced from (2+k)X(2-1 for the

general case, to (2-1)xk for the ignored outcome special case.

I Igures 3.a and 3.1) show a graphical comparison of the relative number of assess- •

ments required in the general case and the number required in the ignored outcome

case. Although these graphs show effects for up to 15 added outcomes, realistically only

five or fewer outcomes would be added. •

1 0 1.0

0 8 0.8

0i e r 0.6

-W- m.3

04 -0- m.5 0.4

02 0.2 •

O0 0 )V 0.0

0 10 20 0 10 20

New Outcomes (k) New Outcomes (k)

a. Relative Effectiveness of Ignored b. Relative Effectiveness of Ignored
Outcome Special Case for Node A Outcome Special Case for Node B I

Figure 3. Ignored Outcome Versus General Case Data Requirements
When Expanding A by k Outcomes

For each indicated value of mI the curves show the ratio of the number of assess-

met Is required for the special case to the number required in the general ca. Tis

ratio is .k for Figure 3.a, and k for Figure 3.b. If A originally has. t%%() out-

comes, then gains another due to a chan ge in the state of information, Figure 3 a sh ".W.

that the special case requires 1/,2 as many t)robabilitv assessments as the gei eral case t
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determine the distribution for A aid F"igure 3.b shows that only 1/13 as many are

needed to determine the distribution for 1'.

Notice that as the number of new outcomes increases, the relative effectiveness of

the special case decreases: as k--+oo the special case requires nearly as many probability

assessinents as the general case for both nodes A and B. Conversely, as ?n increases,

the relative effectiveness of the special case increases. Both of these reflect that the

effectiveness of the special case depends on the amount of growth relative to the

amount of data for the given distribution in the original influence diagram.

Split Outcome Special Case. A similar special case exists for situations where

an outcome of a variable, say A , is split into two or more distinct outcomes. In effect,

the original outcome, say A =a,, was actually many outcomes: al,a,2, . . a,,. Unless

the expert determines otherwise, the probabilities for the unchanged outcomes are still

valid under the new state of information. That is,

P[A =a, IC(A ),&'] P [A =a, IC(A),,] is (10)

for a, in the set of unchanged outcomes of A . The conditional probabilities for the new

outcomes can then be assessed directly, %here

k
P P [a I ('(,j ) = k PA a, ('(A ),[(

-II

for each combi|nation of outcomes of the conditional predecessors of A . Alternatively,

these probabilities may be gathered as fractions of P [A =a, I('(A ),-[. The knowledge

engineer would need to know, for each combination of C(A), the probability that

A =aA given that A is one of the new oul nes.

For either method of assesslient, the suni of the new conditional prolabilities is

kni,, %. thlis re(ducing Iby one the requircd number of assessierits for each coiiI)iliatll
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of ('(A) This (minute) savings is not generally applicable for the ignored outcome spe-

cial case, since there is no a priori way to determine the sum of the Xj 's.

Just as for tile ignored outcome cas o, direct successors of a "split outcome" node

do not have to have probabilities reassesscd which are dependent on the unchanged out- -.

comes of A . OnIlV probabilities conditioned oii the new a,, outconies need be assessed.

Thus the new distribution is given by

PJA =a, IC(A ),&,'j - PtA =a, C(A ),&] (12)

for the unchanged outcormes of A and

P(A =a, IC',(A),& 'J = Xi, PA=a, ICj (A ),kj = ,...k (13)

x E C(A)

k
where V X, equals one for each combination C (A ) of A 's conditional predecessors.

Since A has m +k-1 outcomes under the new state of information, the number of

assessnieiits required to form A's distribution (for the general case) is

(m +k -2)Xn lk(A)ll When the split outcome case applies, this is reduced to

(k-l)nlHA)Il since the sum of the probabilities for the k new outcomes of A is known

from Eq (12).

Just as for the ignored outcome special case, anv direct successor (?) of A may

not need all of its probabilities reassessed. If the the expert determines that the original

conditional probabilities for H, given outcomes a ..... am of A, are still valid, then

only tIie probabilities concerning A 's new out coines rm ust be assessed. If It has p out-

comes, and each variable in ('(i)\A i as n outconies, then for the general case
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(rn +k -1 )X(p -1 )Xu kll\1 probability assessments are required. If the split outcome

case ap~plies, the number of assessmnlts is reduced to k x(p, -1 )Xn 1(1 \1

Thle graphs in Figures 4.a and 4.b show the effectiveness of the split outcome spe-

cial case relative to the general case. Similar to the graphs in Figure 3, these graphs

show the ratio of the required numbler of assessments for the split outcome special case

to those for the general case: -I for Figure 4.a, and k_ for Figure 4.b.
ril+k -2 Ink-

Again, notice the samne type of effect froin the relative size of the increase in A: as k

becomes large relative to ti, the effectiveness of the special case decreases. Although

the graphs show the effects for k<15, the range of interest is for k<5.

10 1.0

0 8 -0 8

06 dl rm W2 0.6
-*- NW-3

0 4 -W m.4 0.4
r m.5

0 2 0.2

0 0 0.0
0 10 20 0 10 20

New Outcomes (k) New Outcomes (k)

a Relative Effectiveness of Split b. Relative Effectiveness of Split
Outcome Special Case far Node A Outcome Special Case for Node B

Figure 'I. Split Out come Versus (Aeneral C ase [Dat a Requirements
When Splitting an Outcrme of A Into k Outcomes

Just as the igniored ou tcome specct I cse, t he split outcomne sp~ecial case shows

exponent Iial growthi relative to the n iinil ir of con d itin a pred ecessors. For bothI of
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these special cases, however, the required number of probability assessments is some

fraction of those required in the general case.

Changes in the Number of Variables. While the previous two special cases dealt

with the expansion of the outcome space for a particular variable, now we examine the ,r-

addition of a new variable into the diagram. While adding a variable to the diagram

increases the number of probabilities in the joint distribution by a factor equal to the

number of outcomes for the new variable, the increased number of additional probabil-

ity assessments required for an influence diagram depends primarily on the conditioning . -

changes brought about by the new variable.

For example, consider the following change to the metastatic cancer influence

diagram shown previously in Figure 1. A new disease, denoted by the variable X with

outcolies {present, absent}, is discovered which can cause brain tumors. The joint dis-

tribution, which had 25 probabilities under the original state of information, now con-

tains ' probabilities (an increase of 32). The effect on the marginal and conditional

distributions is less, however. One probability must be assessed for the new node, and
3.-..-..

four [(2-1)X22 1 probabilities must be assessed for node BT, increasing the total number •

of probabilities needed for the influence diagram from eleven (under the old state of

informat ion) to fourteen.
S

As indicated in this example, if the variable A is added to an influence diagram,

the number of probability assessments required to define A 's distribution depends on

the number of outcomes for A and the number of outcomes for each conditional prede-

cessor of A . Since there was previously no information in the diagram regarding A , all

of these probabilities miust be assessed. Additionally, the variables which now have A

as a con(litional predecessor (i.e., the direct successors of A ) must now have their distri- S
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butions reassessed. One special case, the "assumed constant outcome" case, was

identilied that would reduce the number of required assessments.

Assumed Constant Outcome Special Case. One way that the number of assess-

ments can be reduced is if the old state of information, &, is just the new state of infor-

mation with the added condition that A =au. This might be the case when an expert

learns that a factor previously considered constant did, in fact, have additional out-

comes. Part of the probabilities, for nodes which gain A as a conditional predecessor,

would then transfer directly from tile original state of information to the new state of

information. Suppose B is a node with p outcomes that is conditioned (under the new .'

state of information, &') on the newly added .4 . If this special case applies, part of the
*|

new probability distribution for B is given by

P[IB=b, IA =ao,C(B),&'J = '[B=b, IC(B),&] j = 1 p (1.1)

If there were only two outcomes of A then the conditional distributions of all the

direct successors of A would be half complete-a reduction of 50'' in the number of

a.sessinents.

This special case provides no reduction in the number of assessments required to

determine A 's distribution, because originally there was no information about A in the

influence diagram. If A has k outcomes, and each of A 's conditional predecessors has

n outcomes, then the number of assessm(nts for both the general case and the constant

outcome special case is (k-I)Xn ll (11A)ll. If the assumed constant outcome special case is

applicable to a direct successor like B, above, then the number of assessments required

to determine tile probability distribution of 11 decreases. If each conditional predeces-

sor (other than A ) of B has n outcomies, the number of assessments drops from"

Sk X(p -l)Xn I ll\AII for the general case t- (k-l)X(p-l)Xi IIfl)\4I for tIe special case.
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As seen for the other special cases, the data requiremienits grow exp~onentially, as the

number of conditional predecessors increa-mes, but the original probabilities do not need

to be reassessed when the assumed constant outcome case holds.

In practice, this special case is, perhaps, the easiest to see being applicable. Recall

the KBS described earlier this chapter, which could be used to monitor intelligenice

rep~orts andl draw conclusions about possible enemy maneuvers and tactics. Suppose thle

original hilS was based on a state of information where tile enemy clearly had the

upper hand: better technology, a greater number of weapon systems, and better train-

* ing, for instance. It is not at all unlikely that some, or all, of the probabilities of these

maneuvers would change if the enemy were fighting in a situation where 1) they had

the up)per hand; 2) their opponent had the upper hand; or 3) neither side had the upper

hand (equivalent. capabilities). Depending on the capabilities of the opposing force, cer-

taini discriminators may indicate different tactics or maneuvers.

The graphs in Figures 5.a and 5.b show the relative number of assessments

require(] for the assumed constant outcome special case. As in the p~rev'ious graphs,

these graphs show the ratio of the number of assessments required for the assunmed con-

stant outcomne special case to the number required in the general case. Since this special

* case dloes not redluce the required number of assessments to determine the probability

distribution of the newly added variable, Figure 5.a shows that exactly the same.-

number of probabilities must be assessed (ratio = 1). Figure 5.b, like Figures 3 and 4,

shows the decreasing effectiveness of this special case as k becomes larger for any nodes

which gain A as a conditional predecessor and for which the special case applies. The

ratio for this graph is given lby k
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Figure 5. Assumed Constant Outcome Versus General Case Data Requirements

When Adding New Variable A

(hanges in Conditioning. When an arc is added between two nodes, say from A to

L, only II must have its probability distribution reassessed. Since the distribution for

the predecessor node (A) is defined by the conditional predecessors of A, no changes

must be made to A 's distribution. The effect on B, however, is one seen earlier, in the

discussion concerning changes in the number of variables. In fact, adding an arc can be

viewed as a special case of adding a new variable. Thus the assumed constant outcome

special case may also be applicable when adding a new arc between existing nodes. For

B, the new direct successor of A, the situation is identical to that for a successor of a

newly added node: if the original probability distribution of B is valid for one outcome

of A, those values need not be gathered again.
I

The Importance of Coniditional Independence. The importance of getting the

correct conditioning relationships in the influence diagram can not be overstated. If

valid relationships are left out, the donain-specific knowledge base will be incomplete,
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arid the systein may reach conclusions that differ greatly from the expert's. TIhis would

eventunally lead to a maintenance action to correct the discrepancy, much as rule- based

systems are updated when they reach incorrect conclusions. If unnecessary arcs are

included in the diagram, the number of probab~ilities which must be ass;essed is unduly

in (reas('(l The conclusions wIll be the sa ine as those reachedc using thle d iagranm withbout

tic' urnnec'essary arc, but more steps (i.e .more comnpu ter resources) will be required to

reach tIv se conclusions.

Thiree special cases (ignored outcore, split outcome, and assumed constant out-

comeI) p 'jut to sit uations where part or all of the marginal and coniditional probabilities

for nodes with changed incoming arcs can be used under the new state of information.

Although these special cases do provide some decrease in the number of probability

assessinents which must be done to comiplete the modified influence diagramn, their

applicability must be determined, by the expert, for each change that is made. Since

the nundwhr of required assessments, even when a special case applies, is exponential in

the nurmber of conditional predecessors to the node being reassessed, the selection of the

mTIIiiiIIIII e.sserit ial conditioning relationsh ips is mu uch more imnportan t in keeping the

inivin lwr f aL-sessiiemts as low as possible.
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11'. Conclusions and Recommendations

Throughout the first three chapters, various aspects of probabilistic knowledge- I

based systems have been discussed, beginning with a discussion of the concerns which

have hampered the use of probability in many KBS's. Existing efforts to alleviate those
,/*-*

concerns, along with some of the advantages of using probabilities, were presented in -

Chapters 1 and 11. Chapter III explored Aays to reduce the amount of new data encod-

ing when modifying a probabilistic knowledge-based system. This analysis was
I

motivated by the perceived difficulties in the encoding of probabilistic data, and the

difficulty of modifying a probabilistic KBS due to complex interactions among the var-

ables. The following conclusions are drawn from this research. "'
S

(orclusions

Importance of Graphical Representations. The first conclusion, evident from discus-
S

sions in Chapters II and I11, is that the method chosen for representing the probabilistic

information is extremely important, both in the use and the maintenance of the KBS.

IHecent research in this area has focused on the use of directed, acyclical graphs, which

provide the following advantages:

I) Local modularity, provided by conditional independence within the graph,
limits the number of reassessments which must, be done: only nodes which
have experienced a change to their outcome spaces or incoming arcs (condi- S
ti(,nal dependencies) must, be r.assessed. This reduces tfie growth from being
exponential in the total number of variables in the graph to being exponen-
tial in the number of conditional predecessors for each node. This reduction
could be quite significant, even for small influence diagrams. For instance,
when adding an arc from the I( node to the II node in the Metastatic cancer
example, thirteen assessiients are required to define all of the prior and con-
ditional distributions in the diagram, but only four new assessments are
needed to define l's new distribution.

2) 'ro)abilities can be encoded and used in either the causal or evidential direc-
tion. as opposed the evidential direction required for rule-based systens.
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3) Dependencies among variables can be represented easily, and more efficiently
than rule-based representations.

4) Shachter's algorithm provides a simple method for finding any probability p
distributions of interest, conditioned on any set of evidences.

These advantages eliminate, or at least diminish, man) of the concerns about using pro-

babilities in KBS's.

Rule-Based Versus Graphical Reprc.entalions. Given the advantages of graphical

representations, one may think that, such a representation would always be superior to

a rule-based representation. This is not necessarily the case, especially when the depen-

dencies found in the problem domain are not complex and the problem domain itself is

relatively stable (not dynamic). As the problem domain becomes more dynamic, how-

ever. the ability to assess the probabilities in the direction (causal or evidential) most

convenient to the expert makes the use of influence diagrams (or Bayesian networks)

more desirable. Whether the problem domain is dynamic or not, as the dependencies in

the knowledge base become more complex, the graphical representations again become

more desirable.

Applicability of the Special Cases. Some reduction in the required number of proba-

bilitv asessments may be gained in situations where the special cases (ignored outcome,

split outcome, or assumed constant outcome), discussed in Chapter I11, applv. Ilow

often they will be applicable is unclear and will remain so until probabilistic IKBS's are

built, operated, and maintained over a period of time. lowever, the underlying

assumptions for each special case seem to be reasonably realistic, so it would not be

surprising to find that they apply in real decision problems.

Two characteristics of the special cases may limit their overall usefulness. First,

the expert must determine their applicalility to each change made in the knowledge
I
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base: they may not (and probably will not) apply in many situations. Second, since

the quantity of data contained in the original graph becomes smaller (relative to the

total amount in the modified graph) as k increases, the effectiveness of the special cases

decreases, requiring almost as many assessments as the general case. Given the advan-

tages already provided by the graphical representations, the limited applicability anid

effectiveness of the special cases indicates that research aimed at using the original pro-

babilities is less likely to yield significant results than research in other areas.

Areas for Future Research

Efficient Propagation Techniques for Alultiply-Connected Graphs. One area which

holds significant promise is the efficient and rapid propagation of probabilities

throughout a multiply connected graph. As indicated in Chapter I1, it is possible to

aply Pearl's local propagation technique. but current methods suffer from exponential

growth and an inability to provide a realistic interpretation for "auxiliary variables"

added to transform the graph into a singly connected one. The question of interpreta-

tion may become a moot point if an algorithm can be developed which can convert a

V

full specified, multiply connected graph into a singly connected graph by adding auxi.-

ary variables only to the internal portion of the graph, where they are neither seen as

evidences nor of interest as hypotheses.

t he Effect of Different Uncertahity lRepresentations. Another area requiring much

more research, as indicated by Ilenrion, is the effect of using different methods (proba-

bility, certainty factors, fuzzy set theory, etc.) to represent uncertainty in K3S's. Is

there really any difference between concluions reached using normative representations

(i.e., probability) anid those reached using descriptive representations, such as fuzzy set

theory? If so, under what conditions are the differences pronounced, anid which method
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0

gives tie "best" answer? If not, which is the easiest method to implement, or the most,
efflicient?

0

Afore Efficient Probability Encoding Methods. For the maintenance of probabilistic

knowledge-based systems, exploring ways to make the encoding of probabilities more

efficient may be the most lucrative area to examine. Results from such a study would 0

be equally applicable to artificial intelligence and decision analysis. Using a knowledge-

based systen to help guide, or to some extent automate, the encoding process is one

possible approach. 0

Idcntificaiion of Conditional lndependencies. As indicated in Chapter III, unneces-

sary dependencies within an influence diagram increase the amount of effort, both in the

building (probability assessments) and in the operation (mathematical computations) of

a probabilistic KBS. While it is not likely that such unnecessary dependencies would be

included in the original system, during maintenance efforts the expert and knowledge

engineer may be taking a more restricted view of the system, focusing on a few particu-
-. ..

lar nodes. This may prevent them from noticing that some of the arcs they are adding

are unneressary, given the olher dependencies already in the system.

Ilo% can such unnecessary arcs be identified? The definition of conditional

independence may provide the answer. If an arc from A to B is unnecessary, then the

probabilities for outcomes of B are given by

PJB =bj JA =aj,C(B)\A k]J P[B =b, IC(B)\A k&] (15)

for all outcomes aj of A , and b, of B. Using the strict equality may be unreasonable in

actual use, however. It may be more reasonable to ask the expert to determine if an arc

is necessary when this equation is approximately true. Checking for this approximate

equality only needs to be performed when the probability distribution of a nodte is

4.1
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either initially assessed, or modified during diagram maintenance. Such a routine can

easily be added to systems like ALTERID, as a post-processor for the routine which

accepts the node distributions from the knowledge engineer or the expert. Further

research examining ways to bring these previously unrecognized conditional independen-

cies, and other unrecognized implications of the probabilistic knowledge base, to the

expert's attention may be beneficial. Recognizing these implications may give the

expert a better understanding of the dependency structure, and reduce the number of

required assessments for future diagram maintenance. Also, the impact of incorrectly

asserting such underlying implications needs to be examined.

Sum mmary

Attempts to keep the original probabilities usable, in some form, appear to be of

limited value. There are, however, many other areas where research may provide

interesting and possibly significant results. Research in these areas should enhance the

ability of knowledge-based systems to reason under uncertain conditions, using norma-

tive decision models as the basis for recommended actions, and thereby increasing the

usefulness of KBS in an uncertain world.
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